Person re-identification is a challenging problem of matching observations of individuals across non-overlapping camera views. When pedestrians walk across disjoint camera views, continuous motion information is lost, and thus re-identification mainly relies on appearance matching. Person re-identification is actually a special case of near duplicate search in image retrieval. Given a probe, our task is to find the image containing the same person in galleries. At present many state-of-the-art methods in image retrieval are based on the Bag-of-Words (BOW) model. By adapting the BOW model to our task, Bag-of-EnsembleColors (BOEC) is proposed to tackle person re-identification in this paper. We combine low-level color histogram and semantic color names to represent human appearances. Meanwhile, some mature and efficient techniques in image retrieval are employed in the model containing soft quantization, burstiness punishing strategy, and negative evidence. In consideration apriori knowledge of human body structure, efficient spatial constraints are proposed to weaken the influence of background. Extensive experiments on VIPeR and ETHZ databases are performed to test the effectiveness of our approach, and promising results are obtained in the public databases. Compared with other unsupervised methods, we obtain state-of-the-art performances. The recognition rate is 32.23% on VIPeR dataset, 87% on ETHZ SEQ.#1, 83% on ETHZ SEQ.#2, and 91% on ETHZ SEQ.#3.
Introduction
For video surveillance systems, there is a strong requirement to provide a steady and continuous tracking of pedestrian targets across disjoint camera views. Person reidentification is a task of recognizing person based on appearance matching under different camera views. This task is challenging in dealing with variances of viewpoint, pose and illumination. The core issues of person re-identification involve image representation and matching. Therefore, appearance-based person re-identification can be regarded as a special application of image retrieval which searches for images containing the same individual.
The BOW model in image retrieval theory is widely used in image description and achieves state-of-the-art results in many image retrieval systems. It is worth pondering how to adapt BOW model to represent human images. In the traditional BOW model, SIFT descriptors [1] are first computed as local descriptors. Then a codebook is generated by unsupervised clustering. After that, the image is represented by frequency vectors obtained by quantizing the local descriptors into the visual words defined in the codebook. Each visual word is generally weighted using the TF-IDF scheme [2] , [3] . Some prior literature have been proposed to represent human images with BOW. Major Color Spectrum Histogram Representation (MCSHR) [4] represent person images by the frequency of major colors, which is in fact one kind of BOW feature. Zheng et al. [5] utilize BOW model to represent groups of people using SIFT+RGB descriptors as visual words with spatial constraints of the center rectangular ring, and enriches the BOW description of a person by the contextual cues of surrounding people. Global color context is proposed in [6] to emphasize self-similarity of persons, which substantially adopts color words to produce a BOW description for person re-identification. Inspired by recent work on image retrieval, we introduce a more discriminative BOW description suitable for person re-identification and some results are shown in Fig. 1 .
In this paper, we aim at adapting BOW model to the person re-identification task. Without face recognition or biological information, person identification mostly relies on clothes. Thus, color is the major discriminative feature to extract. In our model, instead of SIFT which is sparse and focused on texture, we propose the Bag-of-EnsembleColors (BOEC) which focuses on color features by combining low-level color histogram and semantic color names. Inspired by rootSIFT [7] , an improved color feature named root Color Histogram (rootCH) is proposed. Based on the conventional TF-IDF scheme, burstiness punishing strategy [8] and negative evidence [9] are adapted to our model to improve the discriminative power of BOW description. Without using additional pre-processing steps such as backCopyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ground subtraction or body part segmentation, simple spatial constraints of words including horizontal stripes and Gaussian weighting are used to improve the recognition accuracy efficiently in consideration of apriori knowledge of human body structure.
Following the steps above, we build an appearance model for person re-identification. BOEC is proved to be efficient by experiments on public datasets including VIPeR and ETHZ. In summary, this paper claims makes contributions. First, BOEC, which combines low-level color histogram and semantic color names, is proposed to build human appearance models. Second, some efficient techniques such as soft quantization, burstiness punishing strategy, and negative evidence in image retrieval are adapted to our model and proved to be effective in the problem of person representation and matching. Third, without complex preprocessing or supervised learning we achieve superior performances than other unsupervised methods. In addition, by combining our BOEC with existing method, our recognition rates outperform the state-of-the-arts on both VIPeR and ETHZ datasets. The recognition rate is 32.23% on VIPeR dataset, 87% on ETHZ SEQ.#1, 83% on ETHZ SEQ.#2, and 91% on ETHZ SEQ.#3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related work on person re-identification and BOW model is discussed. In Sect. 3 we introduce our approach including feature extraction, codebook generation, soft quantization, and words organization. The experimental results are shown in Sect. 4. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sect. 5.
Related Work
Person Re-identification A lot of methods have been proposed for person re-identification and can be divided into two categories: direct methods and learning based methods. Direct methods focus on feature descriptors or geometric structure to describe pedestrians with no requirements of learning. Farenzena et al. [10] take advantage of the symmetry and asymmetry of human structure and propose Symmetry-Driven Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) including weighted-HSV histogram, Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR), and Recurrent Highly Structured Patches (RHSP). Ma et al. [11] achieve superior performance by combining BiCov descriptor with SDALF to handle illumination change. Cheng et al. [12] utilize Pictorial Structures (PS) to pay attention to body parts and takes advantage of part-to-part correspondence. On the other hand, learning methods always use pre-labled training sets to learn proper features or metric functions [13] , [14] , [24] , [25] , [28] . Adaboost algorithm is first used in [13] to select optimal features among an ensemble of localized features for matching pedestrians. Probabilistic Relative Distance Comparison (PRDC) [14] learns the optimal distance with the criterion that a pair of true match have a smaller distance than that of a wrong match. Zhao et al. [15] propose unsupervised salience learning which obtains the state-of-the-art results by mining salient features.
Bag-of-Words
Model BOW model is widely used in image retrieval and lots of work help improve BOW for image description and matching. RootSIFT descriptor is developed in [7] using a square root kernel instead of the standard Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between SIFT descriptors. Zheng et al. [16] analyze the spatial contexts of SIFT features, and use the geometric constraints to improve precision. To reduce quantization error, soft matching [17] assigns each descriptor to multiple visual words.
Color names is applied to image description in [18] by combining SIFT and color names as one feature vector to generate codebook. In [19] , Bag-of-Colors (BOC) is introduced and discussed for large scale image search system which regards pixel color values as visual words. To handle burstiness of visual elements in image retrieval, Jégou et al. [8] propose some punishing strategies including removing multiple matches and reducing the impact of intra-images and inter-images bursts by rooting term frequency. Moreover, Jégou et al. [9] take into account negative evidence to advance the performance of cosine measure for similarity.
The Approach
The proposed BOEC fuses low-level color histogram and semantic color names to describe the clothing characteristics of people detected in public surveillance system. Then, BoW model with some improved techniques such as soft quantization, burstiness punishing strategy and negative evidence is performed to combine local features and produce a global representation of the image. The flowchart of our method is shown on Fig. 2. 
Feature Extraction
The Bag-of-Colors (BoC) model proposed in [19] uses RGB values of each pixel as the color descriptor, while some work proves that region-based local color features are effective for person re-identification [6] , [15] . We divide the image into rectangular blocks and extract region-based color features including root Color Histogram and Color Names.
Root Color Histogram (rootCH)
Color Histogram (CH) is typically used to describe color characteristics within one region. First, the original image is transferred to HSV colorspace, after which the statistical distribution of hue (H) and saturation (S) channels is calculated separately. In our experiments, each channel is quantized to ten bins. Luminance (V) channel is excluded to handle illumination changes.
The proposed rootCH descriptors are derived from traditional Color Histograms. Euclidean distance is the most general but probably suboptimal choice when similarity between histograms is computed. Hellinger kernel performs better, as suggested and adopted in rootSIFT descriptor [7] . The Hellinger distance formula between two vectors x and y is defined as:
Since CH and SIFT are both histogram descriptors, we propose rootCH which uses a square root (Hellinger) kernel instead of the standard Euclidean distance, just the same as rootSIFT. Specifically, the steps are as follows: L1 normalize the original CH vector then square root each element. The rootCH transformation can be thought of as an explicit feature map from the original CH space to the rootCH space. In this manner, Euclidean distance on rootCH space is equivalent to Hellinger distance on original CH space.
Color Names (CN)
Typically, images are represented by low-level features. However, people usually get semantic information from apriori knowledge when understanding images. To narrow the semantic gap between low-level image features and high-level semantic information, semantic features and attributes are required in image retrieval and classification. Color names are semantic attributes obtained through assigning linguistic color labels to image pixels. Through linguistic study on basic color terms, Berlin and Kay [20] propose the eleven basic colors: black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange, pink, purple, red, white, and yellow. Here, we use the descriptors learned from real-world images like Google Images to map RGB values of a pixel to eleven color terms [21] . The CN descriptor assigns each pixel an 11-D vector, each dimension of which corresponds to the response to one of the eleven basic colors:
where cn i is the i-th basic color term, x encodes the present pixel whose RGB values are g(x), and p(cn i |g) is the probability of a color name computed by the mapping learned in [21] . Afterwards, the CN descriptor of an image region R is defined as follows:
where N is the number of pixels in region R. Namely, the CN descriptor of a region is the average of that of each pixel in the region. In this paper, each pedestrian image is segmented into a grid of rectangular blocks, i.e., patches. Various block sizes are tested and blocks of size 4x4 pixels are chosen. Half overlapped sampling performs slightly better with much higher computational complexity. Thus 4x4 pixels with non-overlapping sampling is used to calculate both rootCH and CN features of a pedestrian image.
Codebook Generation and Soft Quantization
The BOW model represents an image as a collection of visual words, while in our BOEC model visual words are different color words including rootCH and CN. Codebooks of different features are generated separately by k-means. Independent pedestrian samples are used for clustering. Codebook size equals the number of color words, which determines the fineness of quantization. In codebook optimization, we generate codebooks with different sizes and elaborately choose an appropriate one by their recognition accuracy on VIPeR dataset as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . RootCH with codebook of size 350 achieves the best performance, while CN with codebook of size 750 performs the best.
After codebook generation, the next step concerns the quantization of local descriptors. Quantization refers to using the words of a codebook to represent local color descriptors. In hard assignment, each color descriptor is assigned to only one visual word. It is fast yet causes large quantization error. Quantization weighting between a color descriptor d and the i th word c i of the codebook is defined as:
where q(d) is the word that d is quantized to. To reduce quantization error and quantize similar features to the same words, we choose soft assignment similar with [17] where a color descriptor is quantized as a combination of several words obtained by the nearest neighbor method. Quantization weighting is updated as:
where descriptor d is quantified to a words set q (d), and the Eq. (5) indicates that quantization weighting depends on the distance between the descriptor and visual word centroid, and the spatial scale σ guarantees that a substantial weight is only assigned to a small number of words.
Words Organization
It is a key problem how to organize color words for building a better representation of an image for discrimination or recognition in person re-identification. Based on TF-IDF scheme, improved BOW description for person reidentification is performed with burstiness punishing strategy and negative evidence.
The Traditional TF-IDF Scheme [2]
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) reflects the importance of a visual word to an image in a dataset. It is widely used as a weighting factor in image retrieval. By using TF-IDF, an image I k is represented as a feature vector f k with the same length as the codebook size. Each bin of f k corresponds to a word whose value is:
If quantization weighting is a constant 1, d∈I k w(d, c i ) = v i,k is the term frequency which indicates the number of occurrences of c i in image I k . IDF weighting is a measurement of the universal importance of visual words in a dataset. Rare words are more discriminative, while common words are less important. If word c i appears in n i images of the image dataset D which contains N images in total, its IDF weighting is defined as:
Burstiness Punishing Strategy
In image retrieval, burstiness is the phenomenon in which certain visual word appears many times in an image and it leads to multiple matches. Multiple matches generally exist in human images matching because of the self-similarity of clothes where same word appears many times in an image. Multiple matches cause great impact on matching accuracy as discussed in [8] , because cosine similarity, i.e. the dot product operation, is applied to compute matching score between two images. For instance, the occurrences of word c i in image I x and I y are 1 and 9, respectively. Then the matching score of c i is 9. That is to say, the descriptor in image I x matches 9 descriptors in image I y and votes 9 times. It is the dot product that leads multiple matching phenomenon to a high score between two dissimilar images.
Following the punishing strategy Jégou proposed in [8] , we significantly reduce the influence of multiple matches. In detail, an image feature vector is normalized by the square root of term frequency of the word as follows:
where
If a word is matched repeatedly between two images, their matching score is penalized after normalizing, while score of single matching is unchanged.
Negative Evidence
Another shortcoming of cosine similarity is that it only considers "co-owning" visual words but ignores the evidences from "co-missing" ones. If word c i does not appear in a probe image, the contribution of c i is zero no matter what the term frequency of c i is in gallery images. Actually a gallery image without c i is more similar with the probe and should have a higher matching score than other people containing c i . Jégou et al in [9] raise this problem and give a simple yet effective solution in which a feature vector is transformed using equation below:
whereinf is the mean value of all the BOW vectors in dataset and α is an parameter to adjust the weights of negative evidences, i.e. co-missing information. The bigger the α is, the more strengthened the effect of absent words will be. When α = 1, f is zero mean. By adding burstiness punishing strategy and negative evidences, our feature vector of image I k is calculate as:
Spatial Constraints
The most critical drawback of BOW model is the lost of geometric constraints among local descriptors. However for representation and description of a fixed class like human, structure information is quite necessary. The conventional person re-identification deals with pedestrians captured in surveillance system with an arbitrary horizontal viewpoints, thus human structure in the vertical direction remains stable. Following [13] , we partition the pedestrian image into horizontal strips with equal width. Then the distributions of visual words in different strips are calculated separately. Also the IDFs of words are re-computed independently by horizontal strips. When matching two human images captured from different cameras, backgrounds bring great disturbance. We utilize spatial weighting to weaken edge features and alleviate the influence of background. The implementation steps are similar with [6] , each pixel is weighted by a two-dimensional independent Gaussian function N(μ x = 0, σ x , μ y = 0, σ y ) whereas μ x and σ x are horizonal mean value and standard deviation, μ y and σ y are vertical mean value and standard deviation. The image center is set as the origin of the Gaussian weighting. σ x and σ y are tuned to control the smoothness of gaussian.
Experiments
Our approach is evaluated on two publicly available datasets i.e., VIPeR [22] , and ETHZ [23] . Considering recognition as a ranking problem, the performance is measured in Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC).
Datasets

VIPeR Dataset
A total of 1264 images are contained in this dataset, captured from two different cameras (camA and camB) in outdoor environment. This dataset includes 632 individuals and each person has two images. VIPeR is widely used for evaluating appearance models for pedestrain recognition and is very challenging as it has large variances in viewpoint, pose, resolution, and illumination. In this dataset, all images are normalized to 128 × 48 pixels. The evaluation protocol for this dataset is similar with [10] , [13] , [15] . In conventional methods, the dataset is randomly divided into two equal parts, one for training, the other for testing. As there is no need for the training process in our approach, we randomly sample half of the dataset for testing. The partions of samples in our experiment are the same as [15] . In one trial, each image in the dataset is taken as the probe in turn and is matched against each image from the different cameras. The matching accuracy at rank k is called rank-k recognition rate, and the CMC curve is the cumulated values of recognition rate. We repeat 10 trials of evaluation and calculate the average result.
ETHZ Dataset
This dataset consists of three video sequences captured from moving cameras and suffers from a range of variations in human appearance, resolution, illumination, and heavy occlusions. The dataset is structured as follows: SEQ.#1 contains 83 persons (4,857 images); SEQ.#2 contains 35 persons (1,936 images); SEQ.#3 contains 28 persons (1,762 images). In original ETHZ, samples are normalized to 64 × 32 pixels. We resize all the images to 128 × 64 pixels to keep the same image height with VIPeR dataset.
In our experiments a single-shot evaluation strategy is used and the same settings in [15] are reproduced to make fair comparisons. In one trial, we randomly select one image for each person to form the gallery set, and the rest are probe images. Each image in probe is matched to every gallery image from which the correct matched rank is obtained. 10 trials of evaluation are performed and the average CMC curves are reported.
Approach Evaluation
Baseline (BS)
In our experiments, a basic BOC model is adopted as our baseline. An image is divided into 4 × 4 pixel blocks with non-overlapping and a 20-D HS histogram. Afterwards, a codebook of size 350 is trained using the independent data. We employ the conventional TF-IDF weighting to represent the whole image. Cosine similarity is utilized to compute matching score between two images. Finally, the recognition results in VIPeR and ETHZ are listed in Table 1 .
Spatial Constraints (SP)
The spatial constraints are first used in addition to baseline method to consider the human structure while weakening the influence of background. Because all the images in VIPeR and ETHZ are normalized to the same height, we partition each image into 16 horizontal strips with equal width. 2-D Gaussian mask is adopted to weaken edge features and alleviate the influence of background as discussed in Sect. 3.4.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b) (c) (black and yellow curves), on one hand, the information of foreground is suppressed when (σ x , σ y ) are small. On the other hand, the background noise is heavy when (σ x , σ y ) are large. Thus, proper (σ x , σ y ) contribute sensitively to algorithm accuracy because background makes influence on apparent features. In terms of the position and size of pedestrian foreground diverse according to different ways of capture, calibration, and alignment on different datasets, the optimal (σ x , σ y ) depend. We recommend tuning (σ x , σ y ) on labeled samples for new database. In our experiment their values are detailed as follows: VIPeR (1, 1) , ETHZ SEQ.#1 (0.6, 1.2), ETHZ SEQ.#2 (0.6, 0.8), ETHZ SEQ.#3 (0.6, 1.9). As shown in Table 1 , SP improves the rank 1 recognition rate significantly, especially on three sequences of ETHZ from 3.62% to 43.15%, from 3.89% to 30.11%, from 14.17% to 57.09%, respectively.
Root Color Histograms (rootCH)
We employ rootCH in place of the original color histogram as feature descriptor for feature extraction and codebook generation. Table 1 shows the superior performance achieved by rootCH on both VIPeR and ETHZ. Thus we prove that Hellinger distance is more effective for color histograms than Euclidean distance.
Burstiness Punishing Strategy (BS)
To tackle the problem of multiple matches, we adopt burstiness punishing strategy to our model by following the procedure introduced in Sect. 3.3.2. The performance is greatly improved in all the test datasets which is illustrated in Table 1. The improvement of rank 1 recognition rates is 6.43% on VIPeR, 24.17% on ETHZ SEQ.#1, 33.32% on ETHZ SEQ.#2, and 18.98% on ETHZ SEQ.#3.
Negative Evidence (NE)
By means of adding negative evidence in our model, the discriminative of image representation is enhanced and higher recognition rates are achieved as shown in Table 1 . As shown in Fig. 3 (b) (c) (blue curve), α > 1 leads to performance degradation. An α ranging from 0 to 1 is reasonable and performs quite well at most test cases. Although the optimal α could be obtained from training, we still recommend it to be set as an empirical value 1, which is exactly the optimal in VIPeR, and is sub-optimal in ETHZ with a performance degradation only less than 1%, which is from 85.9% to 85.7% in SEQ.#1, from 79.8% to 79.2% in SEQ.#2, and from 84.7% to 83.8% in SEQ.#3, respectively.
Soft Quantization (SQ)
Moreover, we employ the soft quantization scheme to reduce the quantization error, and a rootCH descriptor is quantized to 10 visual words. A recognition rate curve whose variable is σ is trained on VIPeR with the optimal value of σ sought to be 9. Then σ = 9 is applied for ETHZ, which is robust and performs quite well at all the sequences. Afterwards rank 1 recognition rate is elevated to 22.83% on VIPeR and 82.81%, 73.49%, 81.36% on ETHZ. 
Feature Fusion
In the final step, we perform feature fusion of low-level root color histogram and semantic color names. Color names descriptor is also extracted from 4 × 4 pixels blocks with non-overlapping and a codebook of size 750 is generated. A weighted sum of scores of different color features is calculated as the final matching score between probe and gallery. For different datasets, the weight of matching scores by rootCH features is always set to 1, while the weight of CN matching scores w CN is tuned to get better performance. The sensitivity of w CN is analyzed in Fig. 3 (b) (c) (green curve). Synthesizing these two color feature improves algorithm accuracy, which is also illustrated in Fig. 4 . RootCH is lowlevel feature while CN is semantic feature. Comparing (b) and (c) in Fig. 3 , CN plays more important role on ETHZ than VIPeR, while rootCH vice versa. To be optimal, w CN should be tuned on each dataset separately. The weight of CN scores is 0.3 for VIPeR, 0.6 for ETHZ SEQ.#2, and it is set to 1 for both SEQ.#1 and SEQ.#3 of ETHZ.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Arts
We first compare our results with the state-of-the-art methods on VIPeR dataset. ELF [13] extracts an ensemble of localized apparent features including color histograms and texture filters. SDALF [10] uses wHSV histogram and MSCR as color descriptor and extracts RHSP as texture features. ELF and SDALF are proved to be effective for person re-identification and they are also widely used for comparison. SDC [15] is recently proposed and achieves good performance by patch matching and salience weighting. Figure 5 reports the comparison results with these three benchmark approaches. We can see that our BOEC outperforms both ELF and SDALF, and has comparable performance with SDC. The recognition rate at rank 1 is around 26% for our BOEC, versus 24% for SDC, 20% for SDALF, and 12% for ELF. Moreover rank 10 recognition rate is around 59% for BOEC, versus 57% for SDC, 49% for SDALF, and 41% for ELF. We achieve better performance by using only color features, which demonstrates that BOW model is effective for pedestrian images matching.
The improvement is mainly due to the robustness of BOW model for viewpoint and pose variances. The performance of our model is further enhanced by adding both burstiness punishing strategy and negative evidence. In real world person re-identification, our method has some strong points. First, our approach is simple and completely unsupervised. Except for unsupervised clustering in codebook generation, no more learning procedure is utilized. Second, simple yet efficient spatial constraints are employed without complex foreground extraction or pose estimation. These advantages make our method fast and low implementation complexity.
We weighted sum the score of all kinds of algorithms at decision-making level to fuse them together, which is also utilized in [15] . In this paper, the scores of BOEC and SDC are normalized respectively. Then the weight of BOEC is set as 1 and w S DC is tuned. The impact of w S DC is drawn on Fig. 3 (b) (c) (red curve). w S DC = 1 is the optimal value on VIPeR, while on ETHZ it is not sensitive at all, that is to say, SDC contributes little on ETHZ. Combined with SDC, the rank 1 recognition rate of sBOEC knn and sBOEC svm goes to 30.93% and 32.23%. This shows the complementarity of our BOEC to other features. More comparison results are illustrated in Table 2 , including classical metric learning approaches such as PRDC [14] , and PCCA [24] .
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of BOEC, we compare our approach with other methods on ETHZ and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . On SEQ.#1 and SEQ.#2 our approach obviously outperforms all the 3 benchmark methods, PLS, SDALF, and SDC. Especially on SEQ.#1, BOEC obtains better performance than the state-of-the-art method eSDC. However SDC achieves higher recognition rates than ours on SEQ.#3. The reason is explained as follows: samples in SEQ.#1 are more diverse in color, while on the contrary most people in SEQ.#3 wear clothes with similar colors like gray or black. BOEC focuses on color description, which is the main reason why our method performs better on SEQ.#1. More comparisons with supervised learning methods RPLM [27] and recently proposed eBiCov [11] , eLDFV [25] are reported in Table 3 . By combining with SDC, sBOEC knn and sBOEC svm outperforms better than all other methods on every sequence.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss person re-identification as image retrieval with BOW model. We propose an effective approach using color features as visual words to represent and match human images. Low-level color histogram and semantic color names are combined together. Some tech- Fig. 7 Examples of Person Re-identification on VIPeR using BOEC. In each row, the left-most image is the probe, the middle ones are the top 20 matched gallery images with a highlighted red box for the correct match, and the right-most shows a true match.
niques in image retrieval are adopted to our approach including burstiness punishing strategy, negative evidence, and soft quantization. We also employ horizontal strips and gaussian weighting as human spatial constraints. Experiments show that our method is robust for handling the viewpoint and pose variation and can greatly improve the performance of person re-identification (see Fig. 7 ). By combining our BOEC with existing method, our recognition rates outperform the state-of-the-arts on both VIPeR and ETHZ datasets. In our work, there is still much room for improvement and expansion. It might be a weakness of the proposed algorithm that large number of parameters are involved and should be carefully tuned. The way of data capture, calibration, and alignment in person re-identification areas diverse, which weaken the generalization ability of algorithm parameters across different datasets. Parameter optimization is still recommended on labeled samples for new datasets. Further study will be focused on adaptive learning of algorithm parameters. On the other hand, texture is an important kind of appearance features and some texture features such as HOG and LBP can be adopted in our model to achieve better performance. Supervised learning methods are attractive as learning will introduce more apriori knowledge to improve the recognition rate.
